AP122
Modular applicator for preprinted labels

Overview
The AP122 is a tamp-on/tamp-blow/direct blow label applicator
for pre-printed labels which combines high performance,
and ease of use in a compact
and
.
Thanks to its modular design, it is possible to combine the standard AL122 machine body with the linear, Swing-arm or Direct
blow units of the well known AP4050.
The AP122 can apply labels up to
with linear units
and up to
with a Direct Blow unit.
The machine can use label rolls up to 300 mm (12") diameter,
with standard 76 mm (3") core and width up to 120 mm
Two
power the paper feed mechanism: the independent rewinder allows keeping a constant web
tension
. There are NO

As for the AL122, the operator interface can be really minimal: a
-

and remotely placed where it can be more
conveniently accessible by the operator.
A USB interface also gives the possibility to use an

a simple and user-friendly environment.

management of the motors, the power requirement is limited to
120W max at full speed (much less in stand-by).

. Thanks to its
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to directly interconnect two machines in a

that

current one stops for any reason (typically to reload a new label
roll).
Industry-standard M12 connectors are used for all I/O interface
signals except for USB.

AP122
Linear stroke units
Overview
standard stroke lenghts: 250mm and 500mm. They can apply up
to 90 labels per minute, depending by label size and stroke
lenght.
ISO-cylinder, that together with the machine's design, makes the
AP122 intrinsically safe for the operator.

661x555x245 (250 mm linear unit, 120 mm paper width)

minimum 27 Kg
Up to 90 labels/minute
minimum 19x19 mm
maximum 160x120 mm
300mm diameter, 76mm (3”) core

20x2 LCD display, clear menu driven operator interface and error

Product sensors, label sensor, low label warning, alarm lamp,
HMI, PLC interface.

90 - 264 VAC, 50 - 440 Hz, 120 W max
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250 mm and 500 mm linear stroke versions
Intrinsecally safe for the operator
Up to 90 labels per minute.
Europe special characters.

AP122
Swing-arm units
Overview

front side of the package. Most common usages includes
sides of non-stopping package. Swing arm units are available in

Intrinsecally safe for the operator
Up to 30 labels per minute.
Europe special characters.

label sizes on the same machine.

930x555x245 (frontal, 400 mm radius, 120 mm paper width)
more geometries available on request
minimum 27 Kg
Up to 30 labels/minute
minimum 19x19 mm
maximum 160x120 mm
300mm diameter, 76mm (3”) core

20x2 LCD display, clear menu driven operator interface and error

Product sensors, label sensor, low label warning, alarm lamp,
HMI, PLC interface.
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